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Violent Murders in Camp Wewa
October
13th 1978:
The day
that is
forever
known as
one of the
most
violent and shocking
crimes to have ever been
perpetrated on children.
On that day, seven teenagers were found dead at
what was once known as
Camp Teekanow in
Ocala , Florida.
The children were found
mutilated, chopped in
half, tied inside sleeping
bags that were beat
against trees. These
crimes were so graphic
and terrible that one of
the detectives on the
scene, quit immediately
from mental trauma.

The killer, to this day, has
not been found. The
camp was closed until
2014 when the new
owners, Betsy and
Michael Randal, bought
the camp and renamed it
Camp WeeWa.
As of 2015 the camp was
back to business as usual,
before the crimes. But
that all changed on
Friday, May 13th 2016.
The bodies of seven teenagers and the two owners
were found brutalized in
similar ways as the
original crime. Police are
saying this is most likely a
copycat killer.
The camp, now all but
deserted, attracts young
kids looking to party,
tempting fate since the

By Joel Jenkins
Channel 9

killer has not been found.
Unfortunately, two teenagers were found on
September 29th 2016,
decapitated.
The victims are Randall
Cunningham, age 23 from
Miami Beach, and Sophia
Teenegran, age 19. Their
decapitated remains were
found desecrated around
a burned out campfire.
Police have no leads and
are asking if anyone
knows anything about this
crime to please call the
crime line.

The old man looked
stunned when Orange
County Sheriffs department kicked in his door.
Led out in a bathrobe, he

was quickly ushered into a
police cruiser.
Investigators
state that over
$250,000 was
stolen from
various bank
accounts
belonging to businessmen
in the surrounding
Orlando area. When
asked, Montruso's lawyer
said "These charges are
preposterous. My client is
a 51 year old naturalized
citizen of the United
States and is the grandfa-

 Giovanni KLN Inc,
takes over Santoro
Waste Management
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into riot with fire and
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It is asked that you stay
away from this site and if
you see anything
suspicious, please call the
tip line.

Calvin Hobbes
ISIS on American Soil?!?? By
Orlando Tribune

In a surprising twist, a
Frenchman named
Jacques Montruso,
age 51 of Orlando,
has been arrested
under the suspicion of embezzlement, grand theft,
wire fraud and is
also being
questioned about in
formation on his computer, showing ties to ISIS.

Special points of
interest:

Inside this issue:

ther of a beautiful four
year old little girl. America
has been a blessing to this
man and his family and to
think he would attack it in
any way is just well ...
Preposterous ."

Sanatoro Waste

The information on the
laptop is not being
released at this time due
to ongoing investigations.
If you have any information regarding this or
any other terrorists threats
you are encouraged to call
crime line.
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Santoro Waste Management Wins Contract By Calvin Hobbes
Orlando Tribune

Santoro Waste Management. The name rings of a
scandal barely 5 years old.
Financial extortion, embezzlement, corruption and
even murder. Corey
McLundin, age 50 was the
former CEO tied to the
scandal of 2011 where 10
million shareholders were
cheated out of 20 dollars of
stock each (given that you
had at least 100 shares of
stock in your portfolio).
McLundin claimed he
thought the crime would go
under the radar. It did not.
Before he could be brought
to justice though, he was

found in his apartment,
dead on August 18th 2016
from an apparent bullet
wound to the head.
Flash forward to October
1st 2016 where the management firm Giovanni KLN
Inc. currently operates as
the board of directors for
Santoro Waste Management. They have been
awarded contracts in demolition, construction, extended waste management contracts and building management of low income house
directives. Spokesperson for
Giovanni KLN inc.,

Vistanzo Giovanni, says
"Santoro Waste Management under the firm in
which it now operates holds
itself to the highest
standards of honesty, looks
to improve the customer
experience and lower costs
within middle income and
lower income neighborhoods. We appreciate the
fine consideration in this
manner.". Rumors have it
they were the lowest bidder
but inside sources say no
intimidation was involved.
Where this stories goes we
will have to wait and see.

Fire and Looting in Downtown

CRIME-LINE:

It would seem as if a “Black
Lives Matter” protest has
turned violent and bloody
with people setting things
on fire and looting local
stores. This reporter
contacted Rashad Turner,
known “Black Lives Matter”
organizer, but the organization denies having anything
to do with the current state
of affairs in Orlando, Florida and I quote: "I Even find
it appalling you'd try to
associate us with this. BLM

is not an organization that
represents looting". The
areas affected by the pillage
and looting are those of
Mills Ave in Downtown
Orlando, Mercy Drive also
Orlando, Parramore Ave by
West Coloniel Drive in Orlando, Church Street and
areas just outside of Church
Street. So far, an estimated
10 million dollars and tons
of personal insurance will
be paid out to the insured
for property damage and

By Dolph Huligan
Orlando Tribune

loss of return on the theft.
Police are en route but are
being told to halt and surround the conflict to
prevent further spreading. It
is a wonder if the military
will be needed and if the call
will be made to send in the
troops. I guess only time
will tell.

800-555-1234
TIP-LINE:
888-555-4321
Orlando Police:
407-555-6789

Seeking Info?
Want to Know what’s next?
Ask Me!!!
watcher.info4u@gmail.com
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Loss of an Icon, Lamont Leonard
Obituary:
Lamont Leonard was
found dead on August
27th at 6am, of an apparent overdose.

Long time Orlando Sentinel
reporter Lamont Leonard
Died at age 47.

Found by his maid as she
came in to clean his apartment on her normal
Saturday morning, she
called it in to the police.

By Amanda O-toulle
OT reporter

Autopsy showed overdose as the cause of death
but the police have not
ruled out foul play.
He is survived by his son,
the newspaper magnet
Lucius Leonard, age 23,
who is a large stock
holder in the Orlando
Sentinel.

The Orlando
Tribune,
Keeping you
informed with what
is happening in the
City Beautiful!

Orlando By Night
OC MOMENT

All the information is
on the webpage.

Orlando by Night would like to thank Alex for his relentless efforts in getting
this story off the ground. We now welcome Lou as one of our main
storytellers. He will be a welcome addition to our team. Everyone, please
take a moment to thank Alex and welcome Lou.

This is an In-Character Newspaper that has been created for Orlando By-Night
Live Action Role Play Group. For more information go to the Orlando By-Night
website. In it, you will find articles and ads that relate to the game.
ST EMAILS
John Quest:
gamestuff2@yahoo.com
Lou Landau
imakeutilt@yahoo.com

Look Closely and see how many Clues you can find inside!
On behalf of the Orlando By-Night Staff, we would like to thank you for your
participation and hope you have fun playing!

Happy Hunting!

DEAR ABBY COLUMN
DEAR ABBY: A few months ago, I moved into a new apartment. The
complex, while not luxurious, is quite nice.

A few weeks after I moved in, one of my neighbors informed me that the
woman who lives across from me is running a business from her home.
Her “services” are illegal, if you know what I mean. I have noticed that
whenever I leave my apartment, or return to it, there is yet another
strange man entering or leaving.
I am conflicted. This is my home, too, and I shouldn’t have to worry
about these characters. What if they mistake my door for hers? Also, I
have overheard this woman on her cell phone making arrangements for
these individuals to come over. She even gives out the gate code to them.
Although I would like to report these illegal activities, I’m afraid of retaliation. What is the best way to handle this? Or should I just look the other
way and mind my own business, the way the other neighbors have? —
IT’S MY HOME, TOO, IN WASHINGTON STATE

Organization

DEAR M.H.T.: You and the person who clued you into what has been
going on should discuss this matter with the building manager or management company. They should be told exactly what you have told me, including the fact that this woman is giving out the code to the security gate
willy-nilly. This is a serious breach of security for every tenant who lives
there, and you have a valid reason for concern.
P.S. If you do not feel safe, you should move.

